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Another interesting example of implementing this idea is the use of cluster 
power in corporate purposes. For instance, you need to compile a large project. 
Due to the system suggested you will certainly use less time to complete this 
task as a mobile phone may take 5 seconds to compile the file required while a 
cluster does this work for 0.5 seconds! So, you get a great chance to save your 
time by distributing the task inside this cluster system in comparison with a 
mobile unit that will carry out the same work much longer. Another important 
advantage should be taken into account: your company can save electric power 
additionally because your employees would use their own mobile devices for 
faster completing the task.
Undoubtedly, clusters based on mobile devices have other important 
advantages. One of them is an opportunity to cluster smartphones not only by 
means of special applications but even through social nets such as Facebook and 
Twitter. In addition, the more friends you have there, the more powerful cluster 
you can build up. Besides, mobile operators may get interested in this project. In 
this case they should promote purchases of smartphones linked to "virtual 
supercomputers" by default.
Thus, clustering smartphones have a lot of advantages. Firstly, such 
projects are considered to be relatively inexpensive or low-cost in comparison 
with common cloud calculations. Secondly, as modern mobile computational 
platform is becoming powerful and popular enough, there is no doubt it should 
be considered as one of significant computing recourses for carrying out 
resource-intensive tasks. Finally, mobile devices are provided with Wi-Fi which 
allows to exchange any information at a rather fast speed as well as at a low 
level of delay.
So, our nearest plans include designing and implementing a mobile 
application for Android operation system. This application is supposed to 
process incoming tasks, process them and send back results. Besides, another 
interesting idea is planned for our consideration. It is designing and introducing 
a mobile application which will be the main node in tasks distribution 
throughout the whole cluster system. After completing all the above mentioned 
projects, we will carry out our final task -  to pool as many as possible 
smartphones into a large cluster within the faculty by means of our University 
Wi-Fi. Smartphones charging will be provided by USB-connection with faculty 
PCs and workstations. The main goal of this final project is to study the practical 
computational efficiency of a cluster based on mobile devices.
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